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Abstract
Five precursors covering the whole range of carbon structural organization, i.e. a quasi-amorphous soot (QAS), a raw carbon black
(CB), a carbon black heat-treated at 2600 C (HTCB), a polycrystalline graphite (PCG) and a highly oriented pyrolytic-graphite (HOPG)
were run at 15 GPa in the 1500–1900 C range between 15 and 60 min. Full transformation into nano-diamonds was not always achieved
and the corresponding run products preserved the tracks of the transformation mechanisms which led to diamond formation. These
mechanisms and their kinetics were characterized combining X-ray powder diﬀraction, Raman micro-spectroscopy and high-resolution
TEM. Globally, the disordered precursors react faster than the crystalline ones: they achieve higher transformation rates and become
transparent more easily. For the spherical CB particles, nano-diamond preferentially nucleates in their centre. The graphitic layers in
the QAS directly transform into diamond without any prior graphitization. The crystalline organization is even found to decrease for
the graphitized precursors (HTCB and PCG) as evidenced by HRTEM images showing graphite delamination. These precursors mostly
evolve according to a diﬀusion-limited reconstructive mechanism which initiates at the precursor structural defects. HOPG behaves differently since it mostly transforms into lonsdaleite rather than cubic diamond.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The graphite–diamond transition corresponds to a
transformation from a highly anisotropic structure with
two types of bonds (strong sp2 bonds in the graphene layers
and weak Van der Wals forces responsible for the layers
stacking) to the hardest known material which is formed
of purely covalent carbon-bonds (sp3).
The activation energy of this transition is so great that
diamond synthesis is a process that requires pressures (P)
and temperatures (T) far above those of the diamond–
graphite equilibrium boundary, unless catalyst materials
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are used. As a consequence, direct conversion (without
catalysts) from graphite leads to diamonds of nanometre
size.
It has been shown that the use of disordered carbonforms (e.g. amorphous carbon, [1,2]) lowers the minimum
P and T conditions of diamond synthesis. However, it
remains unclear whether this higher kinetics of diamond
formation is due to a lower activation energy of the disordered carbon–diamond transformation or if it is rather
related to the higher level of metastability of disordered
carbon (e.g. low density) compared to graphite (i.e.
increase of the thermodynamic driving force to form
diamond).
Accordingly, we have investigated the transformation
mechanisms towards diamond of a variety of carbons
which encompass a wide range of structural order.
For example, we used, on one hand, perfectly crystalline
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graphite (HOPG, highly oriented polycrystalline graphite)
and, on the other hand, carbon blacks and quasi-amorphous soots, which are composed of carbon nanoparticles
with diﬀerent microtextures and diﬀerent levels of structural organization.
HOPG was chosen as a reference of defect-free (at the
Raman scale) perfectly crystalline structure. In comparison, polycrystalline graphite has a smaller grain size and
thus contains more defects, mainly concentrated at the
crystallite boundaries, and leading to a signiﬁcant Raman
defect band. Carbon blacks and quasi-amorphous soot
were chosen because they are assumed to contain numerous structural defects (sp3 bonds instead of sp2, pentagon
cycles instead of hexagons). They are both strongly disordered but present totally diﬀerent microtextures, as shown
by HRTEM. The CB has a concentric microtexture (the
nanometre sized polyaromatic structural units present an
onion-like microtexture), whereas the very small graphene
layers of the QAS are randomly distributed. Carbon
blacks heated at 2600 C at ambient pressure give partially
graphitized concentric polyhedral nanoparticles. Their
structural organization is equivalent to the polycrystalline
graphite; but their crystallites (facets of the so-obtained
polyhedra) show a concentric microtexture instead of a
lamellar orientation in the polycrystalline graphite (see
Fig. 3).
All starting materials were run less than 1 h in a multianvil press at 15 GPa in the 1500–1900 C range. The run
products were then characterized by using (1) X-ray powder
diﬀraction (XRPD) in order to estimate the transformed
volume fraction at the cubic millimetre scale, (2) high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) for a
descriptive information about the structure and the microtexture of the run products at the nanometre scale and (3)
quantitative Raman micro-spectroscopy to characterize
the structural order (crystallite sizes, amount of defects, hetero-atoms, etc.) of the carbon products at the micrometre
scale.
2. Experimental
2.1. HP-HT device
Experiments were performed at 15 GPa in a split-sphere multi-anvil
apparatus (GRC, Matsuyama, Japan) using WC anvils with 5-mm truncation edge-lengths. The multi-anvil assembly (Fig. 1) is composed of a semisintered (Mg,Co)O octahedron ﬁlled with a straight-wall LaCrO3 heater
itself sandwiched between two ZrO2 end-disks which are drilled to ﬁt an
axial molybdenum rod (electrical conductor). The junction of a W97Re3/
W75Re25 thermocouple (0.125 mm diameter) is placed at mid-height of
the LaCrO3 heater, between the two sample containers (Pt capsules). Each
sample ﬁts in a NaCl sleeve to prevent contact with the furnace. NaCl
ensures nearly hydrostatic pressure conditions around the samples. No
chemical reaction between the NaCl sleeves and LaCrO3 heater was
observed. The temperatures and pressures will be given in the following
with an uncertainty of 100 C and 1 GPa, respectively.
The nominal oil-pressure is reached in 4 h, then samples are heated up
to the nominal temperature (1500 C, 1700 C and 1900 C) at an average
rate of about 150 C/min. Run durations are comprised between 15 and
60 min.
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Fig. 1. High pressure cell with NaCl sleeves used for the multi-anvil
experiments.

2.2. X-ray powder diﬀraction (XRPD)
Powdery samples were characterized using a MAC ScienceTM diﬀractometer (h–2h geometry) equipped with a rotating anode (Cu Ka) operated
at 40 kV and 100 mA (graphite monochromator). However, most run
products are sintered and contain signiﬁcant amount of diamond; they
cannot be crushed easily. The top of the platinum capsule in contact with
the thermocouple junction is removed by polishing with sand paper to
uncover the sample. Micro-diﬀraction is then possible and we used a
MAC ScienceTM micro-focus diﬀractometer (50 lm X-ray beam) operated
at 40 kV and 200 mA. The capsule is then set on a three circle goniometer.
XRPD peak intensity cannot be directly used to compare diamond
formation rates since the residual graphitic carbons display very diﬀerent
structural orders from one experiment to the other. In addition, even
though the sample is rotated, textural eﬀect is likely to inﬂuence basal
reﬂection intensity. Owing to these complications, XRPD data are only
used, in this study, to infer the presence or the absence of remaining graphitic material. However, optical inspection of the sample appeared to be
a more sensitive tool to identify diamond-pure samples.
The mean diamond crystallite size was estimated using the Scherrer
relation applied to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 1 1 1
k
reﬂection t ¼ Dhcos
, where t is the mean crystallite thickness, k the
hK
incident-beam wavelength, h the diﬀraction angle, Dh the FWHM,
and K an experimental empirical factor which is usually taken equal to
0.9.

2.3. Raman microspectrometry
Raman spectra were mainly collected in the 500–3000 cm1 range with
a Raman microspectrometer (Renishaw Invia) using a 20 mW Argon laser
(514.5 nm and 735 nm, Spectra Physics) and a LEICA (50·) magniﬁcation
objective (0.5 numerical aperture). The UV Raman spectrum (244 nm) was
collected with a Labram microspectrometer at the Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon.
For diamond, the ﬁrst phonon mode corresponds to the stretching
of sp3 bonds and comes out at 1331 cm1. The ﬁrst phonon mode
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corresponding to sp2 graphite stretching appears at 1580 cm1 (G) for well
crystallized products, while others bands at 1350 cm1 (D1), 1620 cm1
(D2) and sometimes around 1500 cm1, usually called defect bands,
appear within disordered carbons [3]. Here, we used the area ratio
R = D1/(G+D1+D2) to quantify the relative degree of structural order
in the studied materials [4].

2.4. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
A JEOL 2010 microscope with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV has
been used for this study. Very high magniﬁcation (400–800·) was necessary to observe the lattice fringe of both graphitic carbons
(d0 0 2 = 0.3354 nm for graphite, >0.34 nm for the disordered carbons)
and diamond (d1 1 1 = 0.206 nm).
Because of the extreme diamond hardness, it was diﬃcult to prepare
diamond rich samples by simple milling which causes strong contamination from the mortar. Consequently, thin (0.1 lm) sections were prepared with the focused ion beam (FIB) technique. The thickness of the
FIB section is generally about 150 nm. This is thin enough for electron
transmission although not optimal since crystal superposition often
occurs, deteriorates the image quality. The most interesting images are
obtained when a diamond crystal lies on a 110 plane because then two
1 1 1 planes are under the Bragg conditions at the same time, and twinned
crystals appear.

3. Results
3.1. Starting material characterization
Five diﬀerent starting materials have been used: highly
oriented polycrystalline graphite (HOPG), polycrystalline
graphite (PCG), a carbon black (CB), the same carbon
black but heat-treated at 2600 C (HTCB) and a quasiamorphous soot (QAS). They cover a wide range of
structural organization with various microtextures at the
nanometre scale which can respectively be compared in
terms of transition mechanisms.
The highly oriented polycrystalline graphite (HOPG) has
a perfect crystallographic structure (crystallites size of several microns) without any defects (R  0%, Fig. 2). It is
synthesized from a pyrolytic carbon re-heated under pres-
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sure. It represents the end member of a highly crystalline
structure.
The polycrystalline graphite is composed of crystallites
with typical sizes of 0.5–1 lm (Fig. 3a). This starting material has been used to obtain ultrahard nanodiamonds
aggregates [5]. Since PCG crystallites are smaller than the
laser beam spot, grain boundaries defects are also sampled
by Raman micro-spectrometry. Consequently, compared
to a micrometre large graphite single-crystal, PCG presents
a D1 defect band, and a rather high R ratio, around 15%
(Fig. 2).
The carbon black is a commercial PRINTEX 25
(Degussa) which is obtained by incomplete combustion of
hydrocarbons. The particles are quasi-spherical with a
diameter of 30–100 nm. Compared to PCG, this carbon
black is a poorly ordered carbonaceous material made of
small polyaromatic layers (about 1 nm average length),
usually stacked by about 2 or 3 with a turbostratic order;
the so-formed structural units exhibits a concentric microtexture (Fig. 3b). The centre is supposed to have a higher
defect concentration, which are assumed to be pentagons,
sp3 bonds, . . . The R ratio of this starting material is high
(around 60%, Fig. 4) as expected for a strongly disordered
carbonaceous material made of short polyaromatic layers.
The HTCB is obtained by heating the PRINTEX 25 at
2600 C under an argon ﬂow. This heat treatment does not
increase the size of the particles [6]. The initially rounded
nanoparticles are now polyhedral and partially graphitized
(i.e. partial triperiodic order within the largest particles,
Fig. 3c). The initial CB concentric microtexture has polygonized and each facet is now made of stacks graphitic
layers. Actually, the R ratios of HTCB and PCG are also
comparable, 22% and 15%, respectively (Fig. 2) and it is
thus possible to test the speciﬁc inﬂuence of the concentric
microtexture for a comparable amount of defects.
The quasi-amorphous soot (QAS) is the residue after toluene extraction of fullerenes from an electrical arc product.
Raman shows a very low structural order for the QAS
which is however not fully amorphous since the G and D
bands remain distinct (R  65%). HRTEM images show
short (about 1 nm), mostly unstacked, and randomly oriented (Fig. 3d) polyaromatic layers. Therefore, these nanoparticles are not stricto sensu amorphous. The numerous
structural defects (as sp3 or pentagons) limit the spatial
extension of these layers, favour their curvature and prevent their stacking. This sample has to be compared with
CB, because it has about the same amount of defects but
shows no speciﬁc layers orientation.
3.2. X-ray powder diﬀraction of the HP and HT
experimental products
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Fig. 2. First-order Raman spectra of the starting materials. The relative
surface of the D1 bands is correlated to the structural order degree.

The ﬁve starting materials described above were run at
15 GPa in the 1500–1900 C range for durations comprised
between 15 min and 1 h (Table 1).
At 15 GPa and 1500 C, nano-diamonds are found to
have crystallized from all starting materials after 15 min.
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Fig. 3. HRTEM images showing the 0 0 2 lattice fringe of the starting materials: polycrystalline graphite (a), carbon black (b), heat treated carbon black
(c) and quasi-amorphous soot (d).

Fig. 4. XRD pattern obtained after 15 min at 15 GPa and 1500 C: (a)
quasi-amorphous soot, (b) carbon black and (c) polycrystalline graphite.

Nevertheless, the transformation rate is higher for starting
materials with disordered structures (Fig. 4).

It should be emphasized that PCG and HTCB which
have the same initial structural order (as inferred by
Raman microspectrometry) but a diﬀerent microtexture,
show no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in their transformation rate
(Table 1).
Under the same pressure and temperature conditions
(15 GPa and 1500 C) but after 30 min, CB and QAS have
been almost completely transformed into diamond whereas
PCG diﬀraction pattern still shows 0 0 2 reﬂections from
remaining graphitic material. Full transformation into diamond is achieved after 60 min for QAS and CB according
to XRPD although, optically, the run product is still not
fully transparent. Comparatively, the QAS sample is more
transparent than the CB one.
After 15 min at 15 GPa and 1700 C, XRPD shows that
CB has fully transformed into diamond, while, again, graphitic 0 0 2 reﬂections are still present in the PCG run product. These samples (CL2SM1, CL2SM3) are still optically
black.
It can be concluded at this stage that compared to
graphite (PCG), disordered starting-materials (QAS and
CB) show higher rates of diamond formation under identical run conditions.
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In addition to transformation rates, the yield of lonsdaleite, the hexagonal form of diamond [7], is another difference which has been noticed between ordered and
disordered starting materials. At temperatures higher than
1500 C (i.e. at 1700 C and 1900 C), a large amount of
lonsdaleite could be obtained from HOPG (Fig. 5).
Whereas a smaller lonsdaleite amount is obtained from
HTCB and PCG (shoulder on the left of the 1 1 1 diﬀraction
peak) while the disordered starting materials did not produce any lonsdaleite (see Fig. 5).
Furthermore, from the XRPD data, it has been possible
to estimate the size of our synthetic diamonds by using the
Scherrer formula. The average crystal size varies from
5 nm in half-transformed products to 10 nm in fully
transformed ones (Table 1).
In samples with high diamond yield, 0 0 2 distances as
small as 0.307 nm can be found for the remaining carbonaceous material (CM) instead of the expected 0.3354 nm for
graphite at ambient pressure. It can then be assumed that
these short reticular distances are related to residual stress
sustained by the polycrystalline diamond matrix. From
hydrostatic compressibility data of graphite [8], this residual pressure (or equivalent hydrostatic pressure) can be

CL13 HOPG

CL1

1900
15
9.5
15
3.7

Polycrystalline graphite (SM1)
Carbon black (SM3)
Experiments #

Table 1
Experimental conditions and main results obtained from XRPD and optical observations (pt: partially transparent; t: transparent)

Temperature (C)
Pressure (GPa)
Overpressure (GPa)
Run duration (min)
DG (kJ mol1)

Heat treated
carbon black
(SM5)
Quasi-amorphous
soot (SM4)

CL13
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Fig. 5. Detailed X ray diﬀraction pattern in the vicinity of 1 1 1 cubic
diamond reﬂection (0.206 nm) and 0 0 2 lonsdaleite reﬂection (0.219 nm).
It can be seen that HOPG yielded a high amount of lonsdaleite compared
to PCG and HTCB (the shift is due to the diﬀerent acquisition geometries
of the micro-diﬀraction mode) while no lonsdaleite was found within P25
or QAS (run at 1700 C).
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estimated to ca. 5 GPa. This unreleased stress is also evidenced by Raman micro-spectrometry and HRTEM (see
below).
3.3. Raman micro-spectroscopy
The characterization of the run products by Raman
micro-spectroscopy is complicated by a strong spatial heterogeneity at the micrometre scale, ﬂuorescence, and a low
signal-to-noise ratio. Under the 514.5 nm excitation wavelength, the Raman diﬀusion cross-section of graphite is 60
times greater than that of diamond. For this reason, the
diamond mode cannot be observed in weakly transformed
samples. In these samples, however, the R ratio (R = D1/
(G + D1 + D2)) can be investigated in relation to a possible graphitization state evolution of the starting material.
We observe an increase of the relative defect band surface
in the transformed products, but only within PCG and
HTCB, the graphitized starting materials (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Raman spectra (ki = 514 nm) of PCG, HTCB and CB held 15 min
at 15 GPa and 1500 C. The D1 relative surface-area has increased only
within crystallized products (PCG and HTCB) compared to the starting
material.

A nanodiamond spectrum is usually characterized by a
broad and faint 1331 cm1 band. The band width can be

Fig. 7. Typical Raman spectra of highly transformed products showing weak and broad nanodiamond band (1331 cm1) together with the sp2 signature
at 1600 cm1 and undetermined bands at 1080, 1180 and 1420 cm1 (CL2SM3) (a); G and D carbon bands together with 1010, 1130 and 1500 cm1 bands
(b); upshifted diamond bands (1334 cm1) together with several and mostly unexplained bands (c).
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as large as 50 cm1, but is generally comprised between 2
and 10 cm1. The band position is often upshifted by 2–
3 cm1 and can even reach 1336 cm1, what is probably
due to residual stress (Fig. 7a).
Furthermore, samples containing mostly diamond display, beside the usual sp3 diamond mode at 1331 cm1, a
large variety of bands which have not all been reported
in the literature (examples are given Fig. 7b and c).
The 1080 cm1, 1200 cm1, 1350 cm1, 1500 cm1 and
1580 cm1 bands are classical fundamental and defect
modes of graphitic phases [9]. The attribution of the
1150 cm1 and 1400 cm1 Raman bands, also encountered
in this study (CL2SM3, CL2SM1), is a matter of debate. It
is still unclear whether these bands are related to C–H
bonds on the nanodiamond surface [10,11] or to sp3
nucleus [12], while the 580 cm1 (CL2SM3) and
1280 cm1 bands (CL3SM1, very small amount of lonsdaleite detected in this sample) have been attributed to
domain size eﬀect and to the presence of hexagonal diamond, respectively [13,14].
In the optically transparent part of the samples
(CL4SM3, CL7SM3, CL7SM4, CL8SM3, CL8SM4,
CL9SM4, Table 1), a single band in the 1450–1500 cm1
range is detected using the 514.5 nm incident radiation,
but surprisingly no diamond band is visible at 1331 cm1
because of a strong background ﬂuorescence.
For this reason, we tested two other incident wavelengths (UV and IR, respectively). The broad band centred
around 1450–1500 cm1 is conﬁrmed by using a 735 nm
laser, and seems to result from the contribution of at least
three bands around 1250 cm1, 1350 cm1 and 1450 cm1
(Fig. 8). Due to the higher sp3 cross section under UV excitation (244 cm1), the diamond mode at 1331 cm1 is
enhanced. In addition, a very broad and faint band which
remains at around 1600 cm1, demonstrates the presence
of sp2 bonded atoms in the transparent diamond samples.
3.4. High resolution transmission electron microscopy
HRTEM conﬁrms the nanometre size (10 nm) of the
diamond crystals, which, according to the images, ranges
from about 1 nm to 50 nm.
In order to investigate the transition mechanisms,
mutual crystallographic orientation between graphitic
phases and diamond can be investigated by imaging the
1 1 1 lattice fringe of diamond (0.206 nm) and the 0 0 2
fringes of the graphitic phases (P0.3354 nm) which correspond to two dense atomic planes of these crystalline carbon phases, respectively.
Two main features of the PCG transformation under
pressure and temperature are shown by HRTEM: (1) formation of nanodiamonds in close crystallographic relation
with graphite (Fig. 9a and b) and (2) delamination of
graphite into strongly disordered carbon (Fig. 9c). It is
not excluded, however, that strongly disordered carbon
would be the back-transformed product of an unquenchable high-pressure form. Nevertheless, in situ XRD
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Fig. 8. Raman spectra obtained on transparent diamond samples using
two diﬀerent incident wavelengths: 244 and 735 nm. The diamond mode at
1331 cm1 and the sp2 contribution, centred around 1450 cm1, are
respectively enhanced. (CL6SM3); (CL1SM1) (c) Delamination of graphite with subsequent decrease of its structural order (CL1SM1). (d)
Amorphous carbon coexisting with residual polyhedral heat-treated
carbon-black (CL10SM5).

measurements on diﬀerent precursors [8,2,15] have already
shown that strong graphite disorganization occurs under
pressure and temperature.
Fig. 9a shows 1 1 1 diamond fringes running parallel to
the 0 0 2 graphitic ones. This type of observation is consistent with a transition mechanism involving minimum
atomic diﬀusion since the orientation of dense atomic
planes remains unchanged through the phase change. Furthermore, Fig. 9a shows that graphitic planes can be
strongly deformed at the diamond–graphite interface.
On Fig. 9b, deformed graphite 0 0 2 fringes are cross-cut
by diamond planes (70 between them, clearly distinguishable of the 100 graphite planes (d1 0 0 = 0.213 nm)
making a 90 angle with the 0 0 2 ones). This indicates that
nucleation occurs within graphite particles and not especially from their surface as it could be suggested by
Fig. 9a.
The quasi-amorphous soot (QAS) is a homogenous
starting material but with a lower structural order and a
lower density. The dense atomic planes of the nanometresize diamonds formed from the QAS cannot be inherited
from the starting material. It could therefore be envisaged
that QAS held in the diamond ﬁeld will encounter graphitization (densiﬁcation) prior to the diamond nucleation. In
sample CL8SM4, held at 1500 C (15 GPa) for 1 h, the
starting soot is not fully transformed into diamond (Table
1). The structure of the remaining soot-material in the
vicinity of a diamond crystal can be seen in Fig. 10 (upper
right hand side). It appears that no signiﬁcant graphitization has occurred. The lattice fringe remains short
(1 nm), curved, and still randomly oriented. Accurate
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Fig. 9. HRTEM images showing microtextural relation between graphite and diamond. (a) Parallelism between PCG and twinned diamond dense planes
(0 0 2 and 1 1 1, respectively, CL1SM1). (b) 1 1 1 diamond planes within wrinkled graphite (CL1SM1). (c) Delamination of graphite with subsequent
decrease of its structural order (CL1SM1). (d) Amorphous carbon coexisting with residual polyhedral heat treated carbon black (CL10SM5).

observations of images obtained by focal series, indicates
that such fringes cannot be attributed, neither to the eﬀect
of the transfer function on crystalline areas out of the
Bragg angle, nor to a stricto sensus amorphous carbon.
This conﬁrms the existence of remnant strongly disordered
carbons.
As far as structural order is concerned, carbon black
(CB) is intermediate between PCG and QAS. It is a heterogeneous material, and diamond can either nucleate at the
rim of the CB which is formed of small polyaromatic layers
(1 nm), or within its highly disordered core.

As shown in Fig. 11a (CL1SM3, 1500 C, 15 min), the
concentric shape of the CB particles is preserved and diamond preferentially nucleates in their centre. However, diamond orientation is related to that of the polyaromatic
layer. Actually, 1 1 1 diamond planes are found to be parallel to the 0 0 2 planes of CB contours (Fig. 11b). In this
sample, structural improvement starts at the rim of each
CB particle. The stacking and the extension of the 0 0 2
planes are a slightly higher than those of the starting material. However, this evolution is weak and cannot be
detected by Raman micro-spectroscopy (see above).
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Fig. 10. HRTEM image (CL8SM4) showing a diamond crystal with its
1 1 1 fringes (left-hand side) and the residual 0 0 2 fringes of the soot (righthand side).

At 1500 C, HTCB and PCG yielded comparable diamond amounts. Diamond seems to nucleate in the middle
of the HTCB particles. Similarly to PCG, the organization
degree has been reduced in the course of the experiment as
shown by the increase of the Raman microspectroscopy Rratio (40%). This Raman feature is consistent with amorphous carbon and onions disruption observed by HRTEM
(Fig. 9d).
3.5. Diamond twins and residual stress
In addition to the crystallographic relationship between
starting materials and transformation products, HRTEM
allows to characterize twinning which appears to be abundant in the diamond obtained in this study. In cubic dia-

Fig. 12. HRTEM image (CL9SM3) showing a star twin (highlighted in
white) in the carbon black heated at 1500 C (15 GPa) for 30 min.

mond, twinning along the 1 1 1 planes is common and lies
on surface-defects as stacking faults or reverse stacking
sequence.
Simple (Fig. 9a) and multiple (i.e. more than two entities, Figs. 11b and 12) twins are present. They are mostly
non linear twins (Fig. 11b and 12). A multiple twin is linear
when twin boundaries are parallel and terminate at the
crystal surface. It is non-linear when the twin boundaries
are not parallel and terminate either at the crystal surface
or at their intersection, or both. For example, non linear
star-twins (Fig. 12, CL9SM3), previously imaged by Daulton et al., [16] on meteoritic and CVD nanodiamonds are
frequently observed.
Finally we have analyzed the HRTEM images with the
software developed by Rouzaud and Clinard [17] to evalu-

Fig. 11. HRTEM images (CL1SM3) of a diamond grain located in the middle of a remaining CB particle: (a) detailed relation between the diamond grain,
its boundary twin and the 0 0 2 fringes of the carbon black. Parallelism between their respective dense planes is observed. (b) Close-up image of the
boundary. At the rim of the diamond crystal, linear twins can be seen (highlighted in white).
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Fig. 13. (a) HRTEM raw image of the carbon black heated at 1500 C (15 GPa) for 30 min, (b) analyzed 0 0 2 graphitic fringes of the same zone after
skelettonization (as-calculated distance between the fringes is about 0.32 nm, i.e. smaller than the usual graphite in standard conditions (0.3354 nm)); and
analyzed 1 1 1 diamond fringes (as-calculated distance: 0.205 nm).

ate 0 0 2 distances in the graphitic phases coexisting with
diamond. Reticular distances between 0.320 and 0.330 nm
are obtained for the CB (CLSM3, 1500 C, 15 GPa,
30 min, Fig. 13). This is slightly higher than the mean value
of 0.307 nm indicated by the XRPD data and which corresponds to a residual pressure of 5 GPa on the graphitic
portion. Nevertheless, the XRPD pattern was collected
directly on the sample recovered after the experiment without grinding (micro-focus diﬀraction). By contrast, FIB
preparation may favour partial elastic stress relaxation
and consequently lead to a noticeable increase of the d0 0 2
spacing.

Diamond formation is dominated by nucleation in our
experiments. Nevertheless, a slight increase of the crystal
size with increasing transformation rates indicates that, to
some extend, growth also took place.
For disordered precursors, the transformation into diamond is usually completed within less than 1 h at 1500 C.
Abundant twinning can also be seen as another indication
for fast nucleation and growth. The interface at a twin
boundary represents one of the lowest-energy lattice
defects, and twin microstructures may have a higher formation rate than untwined crystals [16].
4.2. Transformation mechanisms

4. Discussion
4.1. Thermodynamic
The diﬀerent starting materials were run at around
10 GPa above the graphite–diamond boundary in the diamond ﬁeld [18]. Under this overpressure, nanodiamonds
have been found to form from a large variety of carbons
for temperatures above 1573 K (see [18] for a review).
Based on the volume variation (isothermal) of the graphite–diamond transition, it can be calculated that a
10 GPa overpressure corresponds to a driving energy of
transformation (DG)1 of ca. 5 kJ mol1. Owing to the
low density of the CB and the QAS, this driving energy
value is expected to be even higher for these materials.
Whatever the precursor and the temperature (in the
1500–1900 C range), nucleation is always the dominant
mechanism; growth is limited as shown by the diamond
crystal size, typically of 5–20 nm in average (Table 1).
Higher temperatures of 2700 C, at least, are needed to
observe signiﬁcant growth of the diamond crystals [19,20].
Whatever the starting material, diamond nucleation has
been achieved under the conditions of our experiments
(T P 1500 C). In other words, nucleation energy barrier
for diamond has been overcome for all starting materials.
RP
Value calculated from the following equation: DG ¼ P eqexp DV T dP
using thermodynamical parameter (compressibility) from [23].
1

HRTEM shows that the QAS is not subjected to graphitization prior or during diamond nucleation (Fig. 10). No
direct structural relationship is observed between the nanometre sized graphene layers of the soot and the 5–20 nm
large diamond-grains. Nucleation is therefore likely to initiate at structural defects between short polyaromatic
structures and probably from sp3 bonds placed at their
boundaries rather than within the graphene layers.
The clear absence of signiﬁcant graphitization to promote diamond formation contrasts with previous studies
(e.g. [21]) where graphitization of the precursor was
claimed to be a requisite for diamond formation.
The situation is very diﬀerent for PCG which displays a
triperiodic structure at the sub-micrometre scale. HRTEM
shows that dense atomic planes (1 1 1) of diamond run parallel to those (0 0 2) of remaining PCG. As expected, diamond crystallization, which is a diﬀusion limited process,
is strongly inﬂuenced by the pre-existing PCG atomic
arrangement. Direct conversion of graphite to diamond
has been subjected to numerous studies [8,22,19]. Several
transformation routes have been deﬁned, which involve
minimum diﬀusion distances. Theses routes are mostly
based on re-stacking and wrinkling of graphite basal planes
(see [21] for a review). Crystallographic relationships
between graphite and diamond structures suggest that
2 H graphite re-stack into ‘1H’ graphite (AA stacking of
large graphene layers) in order to produce 2H diamond
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Fig. 14. Tentative sketch summarising possible transformation paths
leading from graphite or amorphous carbon to lonsdaleite or diamond
based on literature data (paths on the left-hand side) and on results
obtained in this study (paths on the right-hand side). The dashed line
indicates that amorphisation during delamination may be partial. Nevertheless, it is not excluded that delamination could result from unquenchable intermediate phases (as AA stacking or the so called intermediate
phase).

(i.e. lonsdaleite, ABAB stacking, Fig. 14, path B). Similarly, re-stacking into 3R graphite (rhombohedral graphite,
ABC stacking) is required to yield 3C diamond (or cubic
diamond) according to a minimum diﬀusion process
(Fig. 14, Path A). Other routes (kinetically less favourable)
involving re-stacking of diamond, from 2H to 3C, can also
be proposed. In all these cases, the 0 0 2 graphite planes will
correspond to 1 1 1 planes in diamond, in good agreement
with the observations made here.
As far as high-pressure experiments are concerned, it has
been recognized for long that cold compression of graphite
above 15 GPa can induce a phase transition towards a low
resistivity form [24,7]. The structure of this high-pressure
form of carbon is related to that of 2H diamond but, unlike
hexagonal diamond, it cannot be quenched and graphite is
recovered instead [8]. Recently, Mao et al. [22], were able to
show that cold-compression of graphite above around
15 GPa, leads to an unquenchable intermediate phase
(between graphite and hexagonal diamond) where one half
of the sp2-hybridized carbons are shifted out the polyaromatic layers and change to a sp3 hybridization while the
XRD pattern still indicates the presence of graphite-like
structure.
In our experiments, this intermediate structure may have
been (partly) attained before the PCG sample is heated, in
the course of the compression stage (see Section 2). Heating
of the sample could then promote the transformation of
this intermediate phase to hexagonal diamond by shifting
the remaining sp2 carbon (Fig. 14, Path C). The transfor-

mation from hexagonal to cubic diamond corresponds to
a modiﬁcation of the stacking sequence which is thermally
activated [8].
It must be noted that the PCG sample that we used here
does not correspond to highly crystalline graphite compared to HOPG. Structural defects in PGC account for
an R ratio of 15%. We propose that rather than being
erased by a graphitization process, these defects serve as
diamond nucleation sites. They are mostly located at the
crystallite surface. Some HRTEM images do suggest that
the replacement of PCG grains by diamond proceeds from
their surface. Delamination of the graphitic planes shows
that graphitization is not favoured in the pressure and temperature range investigated here. An alternative is that restacking of PCG into ‘1H’ graphite has occurred but this
form could not be quenched.
HRTEM shows crystallites with highly wrinkled graphitic layers (Fig. 9c). This delamination feature can ultimately lead to an amorphous-like carbon (Fig. 9d). In
agreement with an increase of the defects amount, Raman
spectroscopy shows that the R ratio increases from 15% to
35% (CL1SM1 and CL10SM1). This well agrees with Onodera et al. [2] who already mentioned delamination of
graphite under high pressure (10 GPa) prior to diamond
nucleation.
Furthermore, XRPD on extensively transformed PCG
always indicates that lonsdaleite is present, but in small
amount (Fig. 5).
On these bases, two end-member transformation
schemes can be proposed for the PCG samples, which are
likely to operate simultaneously:
(i) In a process that would minimize atomic diﬀusion,
PCG could transform to cubic diamond through a
hexagonal diamond stage (Fig. 14, Path B or C). This
would explain why hexagonal diamond is partly
recovered in these PCG samples, and why cubic diamond and PCG share crystallographic relationships.
(ii) Original defects in PCG and those resulting from the
delamination of the graphitic structure could control
the diamond nucleation and growth (Fig. 14, Path
D). This transformation scheme does not involve an
intermediate hexagonal diamond stage. Therefore it
would explain why the hexagonal diamond yield is
much lower in PCG than for a defect-free graphite
(HOPG) run under the same P–T conditions.
Experiments using HOPG as starting material brings an
additional insight into diamond formation mechanisms.
Compared to HTCB which was run in the same experiment
(at 1700 C, 15 GPa, 15 min), the hexagonal diamond yield
is incredibly larger with HOPG. HTCB is a graphite-like
material made of partially graphitized hollow polyhedra
which displays the same amount of defects as PCG (Raman
micro-spectrometry data). Nucleation and diamond
growth are likely to be partly controlled by these defects
in HTCB. This formation process which is mostly recon-
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structive favours cubic diamond (Fig. 14, Path C or D)
what explains the very low lonsdaleite yield when using
HTCB. In the case of HOPG, the lack of defects at the
beginning of the experiments favours hexagonal diamond
according to the re-stacking transformation route as
described in Fig. 14, Path B or C. Simultaneously, delamination of HOPG may create defects which will rather lead
to cubic diamond nucleation and growth (Path D).
Finally, carbon black (CB) appears as a key startingmaterial to understand the diamond formation mechanisms since it has a heterogeneous structure (see Section
3.1) with a partly amorphous inner-part and a graphitic
rim. The main observation is the preferred nucleation of
diamond in the middle of the spherical particles while the
rims have undergone a weak structural improvement. This
supports the idea that sp3 hybridized carbons, the concentration of which is the highest in the inner CB particle shell,
favour diamond nucleation. In the raw CB, the extension
of the polyaromatic layers (about 1 nm) and their local
rough parallelism are suﬃcient to impose their orientation
to the nano-diamonds as shown by the parallelism between
1 1 1 diamond and 0 0 2 graphitic fringes.
It must be noted that no lonsdaleite is observed in these
samples. This is consistent with the view of lonsdaleite
as an intermediate product of cubic diamond formation
from highly graphitized starting materials (according to
Path B or C). The Raman R ratio in the starting material
is already high (60%), it does not evolve during the
transformation.
Local anisotropic stress has been proposed as a controlling parameter over the graphitization process [25]. This
was the incentive to compare two products with the same
Raman R-ratio, one with large grains made of randomly
oriented graphite crystallites (PCG) and the other with
nano-particles characterized by a polyhedral microtexture
(HTCB). XRD has demonstrated that for experiments at
1500 and 1700 C (15 GPa) for 15 min about the same volume fraction had been transformed. It has also been shown
that the relative orientation of the graphite grain regarding
to that of the maximum stress direction can lead to diﬀerent microtextures in polycrystalline (rounded grains vs
lamellar structure) aggregates through diﬀerent mechanisms (diﬀusive vs martensitic, respectively); [19].
Diamond formation processes and kinetics seem to
depend on the structural state, as quantiﬁed by the R-ratio,
rather than on the microtexture through possible local
stress eﬀect. The hardness of the polycrystalline diamond
aggregates obtained in this study allows sustaining high
internal pressures as evidenced by compressed graphite.
The shift of the 0 0 2 XRPD peak indicates a residual pressure, in all the extensively transformed samples, of up to
5 GPa (d0 0 2 = 0.307 nm) according to room-temperature
graphite compressibility [8]. It is also possible to observe
smaller interfringes distances by HRTEM on FIB prepared
samples. This shows that, contrary to grinding, this thinning technique can preserve internal stresses (at least
partly).
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In relation to a rapid diamond formation, abundant
twinning is observed. Based on microstructural diﬀerences
observed by HRTEM between synthetic and meteoritic
nanodiamonds, Daulton et al., [16], have proposed that
the ratio between single and twinned crystals depends on
the transformation rate. They also show that the ratio
between linear twins, with parallel domain boundary, and
non-linear twins with non-parallel domain boundary
depends on the hydrostaticity of the formation medium.
In our study, we mostly observed non-linear twins what
is consistent with the use of a quasi-hydrostatic pressure
medium (sodium chloride).
Once transformation mechanisms have been addressed,
transformation kinetics can be dealt with. Quantiﬁcation
of transformation rates in our experiments is diﬃcult using
XRPD. Actually, an accurate proxy is the optical aspect of
the product which varies from black to transparent, even in
samples in which remaining traces of starting material cannot be detected with XRPD. In these latter samples, it can
be argued that the corresponding remain of starting material requires a higher thermal energy to convert into diamond. This would be consistent with the scheme of
various transformation mechanisms in a single sample.
In light of our experimental data, it appears that the less
graphitized the starting material, the more transparent the
diamond product (at a given temperature). This strongly
suggests that route D in Fig. 14 is that of the lowest energy.
This is probably due to the presence of defects (crystal surface termination, sp3 hybridized bonds) and linked to the
higher molar volume (low density) of those materials.
The other transformation routes involving re-stacking of
graphitic layers (or diamond ones) are less favourable
under the experimental conditions investigated here. For
graphitized starting material, a delamination stage allows
the development of the partial disorder required to take
route D, kinetically, more favourable.
5. Conclusion
Nanodiamond nucleation and growth has been investigated below 2273 K at 15 GPa from carbons covering a
wide range of structural organizations. We have shown
that graphitization of disordered carbons is not a requisite
to the formation of nanodiamonds. On the contrary, it was
even necessary for graphite to go through a partial amorphization (loss of long range order) to allow diamond
nucleation (and growth). As a consequence, disordered carbons and especially amorphous ones appeared as the starting materials which require the least thermal energy to
transform into nanodiamond at 15 GPa.
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